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Q: What is FUTR?
• A utility token that exists in ERC-20 format on the Ethereum Blockchain
• The world’s first Ether-based futures contract
• The world’s first derivatives contract to be put on the Blockchain
• A tradeable asset that can be bought and sold on exchange
• An easily mineable token that is minted simply when you send ETH to a
smart contract address

Why Choose FUTR As A Crypto Investment?
1. The Futereum Foundation will launch 2 new products similar to FUTR
over the next 12 months. Only the addresses that mint new FUTR by
sending ETH to the smart contract address on the Futereum website
will be eligible to participate in pre-ICO events for those tokens
2. FUTR rises and falls more than ETH since it is a derivative of ETH.
Therefore, for traders who want more exposure to the ETH price (i.e.
traders who want to capture more gains when ETH rises in price) FUTR
is an obvious investment choice
3. FUTR swaps at the end of 12-36 months (depending when all FUTR is
issued) for a share of over 500,000 ETH, giving it permanent loaded
value

FUTR As A Derivative (1)
How Does FUTR Work?
A miner sends ETH to the smart contract address:
0xc83355eF25A104938275B46cffD94bF9917D0691
The miner will receive back between 2-114 FUTR in return for 1
ETH (or a fraction thereof) depending on the mining level at the
point of sending (mining levels get harder as more FUTR are
mined). At the end of 13-37 months, depending on when the levels
are mined, FUTR swaps back at a ratio 1% per FUTR-1% per ETH.

FUTR As A Derivative (2)
Because of the way in which FUTR is distributed, FUTR functions like a
futures contract with a performance advantage awarded to early-stage miners
and those who mined FUTR when ETH was cheaper in value:

FUTR As A Derivative (3)
Once all 6,730,000 FUTR are sold for a total of 423,556.749 ETH (500,056 –
15.3% fees), the FUTR and the ETH are swapped back with each other after
either 13 months or after 37 months (depending on the time period in which all
FUTR are sold).
The exchange of FUTR with ETH on a like-for-like basis results in every FUTR
holder getting the same amount of ETH regardless of the Level or the time
period in which they mined FUTR.
For every 15.88925218613386 FUTR, 1 ETH is received via the smart
contract in the swap back. For a Level 1 player for example, this results in
an increase of 8.87 ETH per 1 ETH originally submitted to the smart contract.

Possible Uses For FUTR
• As a currency for ICOs to accept: because FUTR offers
both a utility token with tradeable value and an option to
switch to ETH after a predetermined time period, FUTR
makes for a much more diversified crypto to accept when
managing a project with milestones over a timeline
• As a derivative to amplify Ether gains
• As a derivative to hedge against losses in any Ether selloff
• As a utility token to trade on exchange: because later-level
mining becomes much less affordable, accumulating supply in
this period can lead to having an edge in the next mining cycle

FUTR Dollar
FUTR dollar, or F$, is used to measure the premium/discount:
F$ = (USD/ETH) * ([TOTAL FUTR / TOTAL ETH] / [FUTR/ETH])
F$ = ($1004) * ([6.73m / 423,558 ETH] / [8115/61.11])
F$ = ($1004) * (15.89 / 132.79) = $120.14
In the present example, we can compare the current price at which
FUTR is mined $8.80 / FUTR) with the current F$ rate and say it is
mining at a 92.7% discount to FUTR dollar parity.

Summary
• FUTR is the most value-loaded crypto in the world
• FUTR has multiple use-case possibilities, including as a
tradeable asset in its own right, as a derivative and as an ICO
payment currency supported by the Ethereum network
• For every 15.89 FUTR held, investors receive back 1 ETH at
the point of the swap; it is currently at a 93% discount to F$
• Investors can purchase FUTR after February 2018 on
exchange, or anyone can buy it now by sending any amount
of ETH to the smart contract address in the presentation
• FUTR is the world’s first genuine value-enhancement of the
Blockchain – for this reason, it is likely to do very well!

